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HIGHER KISS TERMS
ANDREW MOORHEAD
Abstract. We show that the modular term condition higher commutator is
equal to the modular hypercommutator. As a consequence, we arrive at a new
proof that HC8 holds for modular varieties. Next, we develop a procedure
for a modular variety for producing the higher dimensional congruences that
characterize the hypercommutator. This procedure allows us to demonstrate
that every modular variety has an infinite sequence of what we call higher
dimensional Kiss terms. We use these results to extend the scope of a theorem
of Oprsˇal from permutable varieties to modular varieties.
1. Introduction
The topic of this paper is the higher commutator. First defined by Bulatov in
[2], the higher commutator is a congruence lattice operation that is a higher arity
generalization of the binary commutator. Our overarching goal is to determine
the extent to which the well-developed theory of the binary commutator (see for
instance [3], [4], and [5]) can be found as a low-dimensional case inside of a general
multidimensional commutator theory. The results of this article demonstrate that
there is indeed a higher dimensional commutator theory for modular varieties which
extends the essential parts of Chapter 4 of [3] along with the properties of the Kiss
term defined in [6].
The first results of this kind were proved by Aichinger and Mudrinski [1]. They
demonstrate that, for congruence permutable varieties, many properties of the bi-
nary modular commutator are true also of the higher commutator. They also show
that the higher commutator for a permutable variety satisfies an inequality relating
nested commutator terms, which they refer to as HC8.
Oprsˇal gives alternative proofs of these properties for permutable varieties in [9].
His development of the (n)-ary commutator flows from the properties of (2n)-ary
relations in permutable varieties, usually called matrices, that satisfy higher dimen-
sional versions of reflexivity and symmetry. He also defines a sequence of terms,
each derived from a Mal’cev operation, which may be used along with knowledge
of the higher commutator to recursively generate all of the matrices for an algebra
in a permutable variety. He goes on to deduce that the collection of clones on a set
sharing congruences, higher commutators, and a Mal’cev operation has a greatest
element.
In this article we show that the same kind of result is true for modular varieties,
except that the relations we consider are also required to satisfy a higher dimen-
sional version of transitivity and Day terms fill the role of a Mal’cev operation.
This is the first of two articles that expand on the theory developed in [8]. There,
we define a new operation which we call the hypercommutator. The term condition
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higher commutator is defined with respect to what we call a higher dimensional
tolerence, while the hypercommutator is defined with respect to what we call a
higher dimensional congruence.
The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we show that the modular
term condition higher commutator is equal to the modular hypercommutator. We
derive as a consequence an alternative proof of HC8 for modular varieties, first
shown to hold by Wires in [10]. In Section 3 we define the higher dimensional
Kiss terms and establish some of their basic properties, and in Section 4 we extend
Oprsˇal’s Theorem 1.3 of [9] from permutable varieties to modular varieties. We rely
on the notation and theory developed in [8] and cite results from [3], so the reader
should have both of these on hand.
2. The hypercommutator for a modular variety
2.1. A relational characterization of the term condition modular higher
commutator. [8]
In this section we argue that the term condition commutator is equal to the
hypercommutator in a modular variety. This can be used to produce alternative
proofs of HC8 for modular varieties and that the modular commutator is equal to
the modular two-term commutator. The proof combines machinery from [7] and
[8]. To make the presentation consistent, we will first build a more general version
of the machinery from [7] using the notation from [8].
Definition 2.1. Let V be a modular variety with Day terms m0, . . . ,mk (see
Theorem 2.2 of [3]). Let A ∈ V and n ≥ 2. For each e ∈ k + 1 and i 6= j ∈ n, we
define the eth shift rotation at (i, j) as
rotei,j : A
2n → A2
n
γ 7→ me
(
Refl1j (γ).γ,Refl
0
i (γ),Refl
1
j(Refl
0
i (γ))
)
While the notation for a shift rotation used here does not specify the dimension
of the relation on which it acts, the dimension should be clear from the context (see
(4) of Lemma 2.2).
Lemma 2.2 (cf. 3.1 of [7]). Let V be a modular variety with Day terms m0, . . . ,mk.
Let A ∈ V, δ ∈ Con(A), n ≥ 2, and i 6= j ∈ n. The following hold:
(1) If R is an (n)-dimensional tolerance of A, then rotei,j : R → R, for all
e ∈ k + 1.
(2) Let γ ∈ A2
n
, f ∈ 2n\{i,j}, and suppose the (i)-supporting line of Squaresi,j(γ)f
is a δ-pair. The (i)-pivot line of Squaresi,j(γ)f is a δ-pair if and only if the
(j)-pivot line of Squaresi,j(rot
e
i,j(γ))f is a δ-pair for every e ∈ k + 1.
(3) If γ ∈ A2
n
is such that every (i)-supporting line of γ is a δ-pair, then every
(j)-supporting line of rotei,j(γ) is a δ-pair for every e ∈ k + 1. The same
statement holds if ‘supporting’ is replaced with ‘cross section’.
(4) For i 6= j 6= l ∈ n,
rotei,j(γ) = Glue{l}
(
rotei,j(Faces
0
l (γ)), rot
e
i,j(Faces
1
l (γ))
)
.
Proof. Assume that R is an (n)-dimensional tolerance of A and take γ ∈ R. Because
R is (n)-reflexive, it contains Refl1j(γ),Refl
0
i (γ), and Refl
1
j(Refl
0
i (γ)). Because R is
closed under the operations of A, it follows that (1) holds.
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To see that the remaining properties hold, notice that if γ ∈ A2
n
is such that
Squaresi,j(γ) =

cf df
bfaf
: f ∈ 2n\{i,j}
 , then for each e ∈ k + 1
Squaresi,j(rot
e
i,j(γ)) =

cf = me(cf , cf , cf , cf ) me(df , df , cf , cf )
me(df , bf , af , cf )cf = me(cf , af , af , cf )
: f ∈ 2n\{i,j}
 .
Notice that we have applied one of Day’s identities to conclude that the (j)-
supporting line of any (i, j)-cross section square of any rotei,j(γ) is a constant pair.
Using Lemma 2.3 from [3], the reader may now easily verify that (2) and (3) hold.
The final property (4) asserts that taking a shift rotation of an (n)-cube γ
commutes with projecting γ onto a lower dimensional face, provided the image of
the projection still depends on the coordinates i and j. This is a consequence of
Definition 2.1.

We have the following immediate consequence of the properties of the shift ro-
tations.
Proposition 2.3 (cf. 3.2 of [7] ). Let V be a modular variety, A ∈ V, and n ≥ 2.
Let R be an (n)-dimensional tolerance of A and let δ ∈ Con(A). If R has (δ, j)-
centrality for some j ∈ n, then R has (δ, i)-centrality for each i ∈ n.
Proof. Suppose that the assumptions hold and that R has (δ, i)-centrality. Let
j ∈ n and take γ ∈ R such that every every (i)-supporting line of γ is a δ-pair. If
i = j then it follows from our assumptions that the (i)-pivot line of γ is a δ-pair.
If i 6= j we apply (3) then (2) of Lemma 2.2 and conclude that the (i)-pivot line of
γ is a δ-pair. 
In view of Proposition 2.3, we may now assert with no chance for confusion that
an (n)-dimensional tolerance of an algebra A belonging to a modular variety has
δ-centrality for some δ ∈ Con(A).
As in both [7] and [8], we need to consider certain compositions of shift rotations
and will use finite trees to index these compositions. Suppose that V is a modular
variety with Day terms m0, . . . ,mk and let n ≥ 2. Set
Dn = 〈(k + 1)
<n;≤〉,
where (k+1)<n =
⋃
{(k+1)i : i ∈ n} and two sequences d1, d2 are ≤-related when
d1 ⊆ d2. Note that Dn has the empty sequence ∅ as its root. For A ∈ V and γ ∈ A
2n ,
set γ∅ = γ. We recursively define γd = rotdii,i+1(γ
c), where d = (d0, . . . , di) ∈ Dn is
non-empty and c is the predecessor of d.
Lemma 2.4 (cf. 4.1 of [7]). Let V be a modular variety with Day terms m0, . . . ,mk.
Let A ∈ V and R ≤ A2
n
be an (n)-dimensional tolerance for some n ≥ 2. If d ∈ Dn
is a tuple of length i ∈ n, then
(1) γd ∈ R, and
(2) if f ∈ 2n\{i} satisfies f(j) = 0 for some j ∈ i, then the (i)-cross-section
line of γd at f is a constant pair.
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Proof. The result is trivially true for γ∅ = γ. Suppose that it holds for c ∈ Dn of
length i and let d = (d0, . . . , di) be a successor of c. Set γ
d = rotdii,i+1(γ
c). Notice
that (1) of Lemma 2.2 guarantees that γd ∈ R, which establishes (1) of this lemma.
Now let f ∈ 2n\i+1 be such that f(j) = 0 for some j ∈ i + 1, and let f∗ be the
restriction of f to the set n \ {i, i+ 1}. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: Suppose j /∈ i, in which case f(i) = 0. If
Squaresi,i+1(γ
c)f∗ =
e d
ba
,
then it follows from the proof of Lemma 2.2 that
Squaresi,i+1(γ
d)f∗ =
e = mdi(e, e, e, e) mdi(d, d, e, e)
mdi(d, b, a, e)e = mdi(e, a, a, e)
.
The left column of the above square is equal to the (i+1)-cross-section line
of γd at f and it is a constant pair, as claimed.
Case 2: Suppose j ∈ i. In this case we apply the inductive assumption that (2)
holds for γc and conclude that
Squaresi,i+1(γ
c)f∗ =
e e
aa
, so it follows that
Squaresi,i+1(γ
d)f∗ =
e = mdi(e, e, e, e) mdi(e, e, e, e) = e
mdi(e, a, a, e) = ee = mdi(e, a, a, e)
.
The (i + 1)-cross-section line of γd at f is either the left column or right
column of the above square, and each of these columns is a constant pair.
This finishes the proof.

Proposition 2.5 (cf. 4.7 of [8]). Let V be a modular variety with Day terms
m0, . . . ,mk. Let A ∈ V, n ≥ 2, δ ∈ Con(A). Let l ∈ n. If R ≤ A2
n
is an (n)-
dimensional tolerance of A that has δ-centrality, then R◦l is also an (n)-dimensional
tolerance of A that has δ-centrality.
Proof. Before we embark on the proof, we point out that the argument we give is an
amalgamation of the proof that the modular commutator distributes over arbitrary
joins (see 5.1 of [7]) and the proof of the ‘perpendicular stage’ (see 4.7 of [8]). Each
of those proofs is accompanied by a picture that the reader may find useful for
visualizing the argument.
Without loss it suffices to consider the case when l = n−1. We noted in Lemma
2.9 of [8] that R◦n−1 is an (n)-dimensional tolerance of A, so it remains to verify
that R◦n−1 has δ-centrality whenever R has δ-centrality. By Proposition 2.3, it is
enough to show that R◦n−1 has (δ, 0)-centrality.
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So, let γ ∈ R◦n−1 be such that every (0)-supporting line is a δ-pair. Our task
is to show that the (0)-pivot line of γ is also a δ-pair. By the definition of R◦n−1,
there are µ0, . . . , µs−1 ∈ A2
n−1
so that
(1) Faces0n−1(γ) = µ0,
(2) Faces1n−1(γ) = µs−1, and
(3) Glue{n−1}(〈µr, µr+1〉) ∈ R, for each r ∈ s− 1.
Claim 1. Take d ∈ Dn−1 to be a leaf. The sequence (µ0)d, . . . , (µs−1)d ∈ A2
n−1
satisfies
(1) for all r ∈ s, each (n− 2)-supporting line of (µr)
d is a δ-pair,
(2) every (n− 2)-cross section line of (µ0)d is a δ-pair, and
(3) Glue{n−1}(〈(µr)
d, (µr+1)
d〉) ∈ R, for all r ∈ s− 1.
Proof of claim. Suppose d = (d0, . . . , dn−3). The first property of the claim follows
from (2) of Lemma 2.4 and the fact that δ contains all constant pairs. To show
the second property of the claim, we proceed by induction over the branch in Dn−3
determined by d = (d0, . . . , dn−3). We assume µ0 = Faces
0
n−1(γ) and that every
(0)-supporting line of γ is a δ-pair. It follows that every (0)-cross section line
of µ0 = (µ0)
∅ is a δ-pair, which establishes the basis of the induction. Now let
(d0, . . . , di) be an ancestor of d and suppose that every (i + 1)-cross section line
of (µ0)
(d0,...,di) is a δ-pair. Now (3) of Lemma 2.2 shows that every (i + 2)-cross
section line of (µ0)
(d0,...,di+1) is a δ-pair. It follows that every (n− 2)-cross section
line of (µ0)
d is a δ-pair, as claimed.
A similar induction using (1) and (4) of Lemma 2.2 establishes the third property
of the claim.
•
Claim 2. If d ∈ Dn−1 is a leaf, then the (n − 2)-pivot line of (µr+1)d is a δ-pair
for all r ∈ s− 1.
Proof of claim. The claim follows by induction on r ∈ s. The claim holds for r = 0
by (2) of Claim 1. Suppose the claim holds for µr for r ∈ s− 2. This assumption
along with (1) and (3) of Claim 1 show that every (n− 2)-supporting line of
Glue{n−1}(〈(µr+1)
d, (µr+2)
d〉) ∈ R
is a δ-pair. We now apply the assumption that R has δ-centrality and conclude
that the (n− 2)-pivot line of this cube is also a δ-pair. Because
Glue{n−1}(〈(µr+1)
d, (µr+2)
d〉)
and (µr+2)
d have the same (n− 2)-pivot line, the claim is proved. •
Claim 3. Let c ∈ Dn−1 be a tuple of length z ∈ n−1. The (z)-pivot line of (µs−1)c
is a δ-pair. In particular, the (0)-pivot line of (µs−1)
∅ = µs−1 is a δ-pair.
Proof of claim. We proceed by an induction from the leaves of Dn−1 to its root.
The basis has been established by Claim 2. Suppose that the claim holds for all
tuples of length z + 1 ∈ n − 1 belonging to Dn−1 and let c ∈ Dn−1 be a tuple of
length z. Our assumption that every (0)-supporting line of γ is a δ-pair implies that
every (0)-supporting line of µs−1 is a δ-pair. An induction using (3) of Lemma 2.2
shows that every (z)-supporting line of (µs−1)
c is a δ-pair. In particular, the (z)-
supporting line of the (z, z + 1))-pivot square of (µs−1)
c is a δ-pair. The inductive
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assumption that the claim holds for all d ∈ Dn−1 of length z + 1 implies that the
(z + 1)-pivot line of rotez,z+1((µs−1)
c) is a δ-pair for every e ∈ k + 1. It follows
that (2) of Lemma 2.2 may be applied, and we conclude that the (z)-pivot line of
(µs−1)
c is a δ-pair.
•
The (0)-pivot lines of γ and µs−1 are the same, and the conclusion of Claim 3 is
that the (0)-pivot line of µs−1 is a δ-pair. This is what we wanted to show, so the
proof is finished.

Theorem 2.6. If V is a modular variety, then the (n)-ary term condition commu-
tator for V is equal to the (n)-ary hypercommutator for V.
Proof. Let V be modular and let A ∈ V . Take n ≥ 2 and pick some (θ0, . . . , θn−1) ∈
Con(A)n. Our task is to show that
[θ0, . . . , θn−1]TC = [θ0, . . . , θn−1]H .
The hypercommutator is always bigger than the term condition commutator, so it
suffices to show that ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1) has δ-centrality, where δ = [θ0, . . . , θn−1]TC
(see 2.17 of [8]). This follows from an induction using Proposition 2.5. Indeed,
∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1) = TC(M(θ0, . . . , θn−1)),
and M(θ0, . . . , θn−1) has δ-centrality by definition. 
The theory of the hypercommutator for any variety includes HC8 as a true
statement (we denote this fact by HHC8, see 4.13 of [8]), so the following corollary
is immediate.
Corollary 2.7. HC8 is a true statement belonging to the theory of the modular
higher commutator.
2.2. The ∆ relation in a modular variety. In this section we develop a method
for generating the ∆ relation from lower dimensional ∆ relations in the case that
the algebra under investigation belongs to a modular variety. As we will see later,
this characterization of ∆ is important for the computations that demonstrate the
existence of the ‘higher dimensional’ Kiss terms for a modular variety.
We first look at the relationship between the definition of a (2)-dimensional
congruence and the development of the binary modular commutator in [3]. For this
paragraph let A be an algebra belonging to a modular variety and let α, β ∈ Con(A).
In Chapter 4 the authors define the relation ∆β,α to be the least congruence of β
that collapses any two diagonal pairs whose values are α-related. The authors use
2 × 2 matrices to represent pairs in this relation, with the convention that rows
or columns determine α or β pairs, respectively. The reader is asked to prove in
exercise 5 of Chapter 4 that ∆β,α is a (2)-dimensional congruence (we are translating
the statement using our language). This means that, in the modular setting, the
∆β,α defined in [3] is the same relation the ∆(α, β) defined in [8].
For us the notion of a (2)-dimensional congruence is taken as a definition, so the
ideas in [3] can be turned around to give sufficient conditions for a (2)-dimensional
tolerance to be a (2)-dimensional congruence in a modular variety. Informally, the
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next lemma asserts that in a modular variety, any (2)-dimensional tolerance that
is ‘almost’ a (2)-dimensional congruence is a (2)-dimensional congruence.
Lemma 2.8. Let V be a modular variety and let A ∈ V. Let k 6= l ∈ N and
suppose that R ≤ A2
{k,l}
is a (2)-dimensional tolerance of A. If Facesk(R) ∈
Con(Faces0k(R)) and Faces
0
k(R) ∈ Con(A), then R is a (2)-dimensional congruence.
Proof. Before we begin, we remark that this proof is essentially identical to the
solution of exercise 5 of Chapter 4 of [3]. Because we have weakened the assumptions
and changed the terminology, we reproduce the argument here for the convenience
of the reader.
In this proof every labeled square belonging to R is oriented so that the k-
direction is horizontal and the l-direction is vertical. Our goal is to show that
Facesl(R) is a transitive relation. We begin by establishing the following special
case.
Claim 4. If
c d
aa
,
a a
bb
∈ R, then
c d
bb
∈ R.
Proof of claim. We denote by θ the congruence Faces0k(R). The assumptions of the
claim guarantee that a, b, c and d belong to the same θ-class, so in particular
b
c
,
b
d
∈ θ.
To demonstrate that these two pairs are related by Facesk(R), it suffices to apply
the Shifting Lemma (see 2.4 of [3]) to the following diagram, where the ηi’s are
projection kernels.
b
c
a
c
a
d
b
d
η0
η1 Facesk(R)
•
Moving on to the general case, suppose that
x y
vu
,
u v
sr
∈ R. Suppose that V
has Day terms m0, . . . ,mn. We want to show that
x y
sr
∈ R. By 2.3 of [3], it is
enough to see that
me(x, x, y, y) me(x, x, y, y)
me(r, u, v, s)me(r, r, s, s)
∈ R,
for every e ∈ n+ 1. The assumptions imply that both
u
u
Facesk(R)
v
v
and
s
v
Facesk(R)
r
u
,
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and it follows that
me(r, r, s, s)
me(u, u, v, v)
Facesk(R)
me(r, r, r, r)
me(u, u, u, u)
=
r
u
=
me(r, v, v, r)
me(u, v, v, u)
Facesk(R)
me(r, u, v, s)
me(u, u, v, v)
.
Because Facesk(R) is transitive, we have shown that
me(u, u, v, v) me(u, u, v, v)
me(r, u, v, s)me(r, r, s, s)
∈ R. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
me(x, x, y, y) me(x, x, y, y)
me(u, u, v, v)me(u, u, v, v)
∈ R, and the lemma follows by applying Claim 4.

We now argue that the previous lemma is actually a special case of a more
general principle. Informally, this principle guarantees that in a modular variety,
every (n)-dimensional tolerance that is ‘almost’ an (n)-dimensional congruence is
an (n)-dimensional congruence. More precisely, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. Let V be a modular variety and let A ∈ V. Let n ≥ 2 and
suppose that R ≤ A2
n
is an (n)-dimensional tolerance of A with the property that
Faces0i (R) is a (n− 1)-dimensional congruence for each i ∈ n. If there exists k ∈ n
such that Facesk(R) ∈ Con(Faces
0
k(R)), then R is an (n)-dimensional congruence.
Proof. Because R is an (n)-dimensional tolerance, we just need to show that R is
(n)-transitive. Let k be as in the proposition statement. We assume that Facesk(R)
is transitive, so let l 6= k ∈ n. We use Lemma 2.8 to deduce that R is transitive in
the l-direction from the transitivity of R in the k-direction. We first ask the reader
to verify the following easy claim.
Claim 5. Let s 6= t ∈ n. The relation Facess(R) is transitive if and only if
Facess(Cut{s,t}(R)) is transitive. Similarly, Facest(R) is transitive if and only if
Facest(Cut{s,t}(R)) is transitive.
Now, a typical element of Cut{k,l}(R) looks like
Cut{k,l}(γ){〈k,0〉,〈l,1〉} Cut{k,l}(γ){〈k,1〉,〈l,1〉}
Cut{k,l}(γ){〈k,1〉,〈l,0〉}Cut{k,l}(γ){〈k,0〉,〈l,0〉}
← Facesk(Cut{k,l}(R))→
Facesk(Faces
0
l (R))
Facesl(Faces
0
k(R))
.
We can apply Lemma 2.8, with the algebra under consideration set to
Cut{k,l}(R){〈k,0〉,〈l,0〉} and the (2)-dimensional relation under consideration set to
Cut{k,l}(R). Claim 5 ensures that Facesk(Cut{k,l}(R)) is transitive. It is similarly
straightforward to see that the other assumptions of the lemma are satisfied, so we
conclude that Facesl(Cut{k,l}(R)) is transitive.

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Theorem 2.10. Let V be a modular variety. Let A ∈ V, S ⊆ N with |S| ≥ 3, and
{θk}k∈S ∈ Con(A)S . Let Q ⊆ S. If for each i ∈ Q we set
αi = Facesi
(
∆
(
{θj}j∈{i}∪S\Q
))
, then
∆({θk}k∈S) = GlueQ
(
∆({αi}i∈Q)
)
.
Proof. We should first explain how the theorem statement makes sense. First,
notice that for each i ∈ Q,
αi ∈ Con
(
∆
(
{θj}j∈S\Q
))
.
It follows that
∆({αi}i∈Q) ⊆
(
∆
(
{θj}j∈S\Q
))Q
⊆ (A2
S\Q
)Q.
Hence, ∆({αi}i∈Q) is a subset of the domain of the mapping GlueQ and theorem’s
assertion contains no formal conflict. We also notice that if |Q| ∈ {0, 1, |S|}, then
the theorem is trivial, and so we assume that we are not dealing with one of these
cases.
Set ∆ = ∆({θk}k∈S) and ∆′ = GlueQ
(
∆({αi}i∈Q)
)
. The result will follow
after we notice that
M ({θk}k∈S) ⊆ ∆
′ ⊆ ∆
and then demonstrate that ∆′ is a (|S|)-dimensional congruence. Denote by cube(x)
the vertex labeled cube with every vertex labeled by x. Note that the dimension of
this cube depends on the context in which it is used.
To show that M ({θk}k∈S) ⊆ ∆′, it is enough to see that ∆′ contains its gener-
ating set. Let k ∈ S and 〈x, y〉 ∈ θk. We have that
CutQ(cubek(x, y)) =
{
cubek(cube(x), cube(y)) if k ∈ Q
cube(cubek(x, y)) if k ∈ S \Q.
In either case, CutQ(cubek(x, y)) is a generator of ∆ ({αi})i∈Q), hence cubek(x, y) ∈
∆′.
To show that ∆′ ⊆ ∆, we will demonstrate that GlueQ(M({αi}i∈Q)) ⊆ ∆. This
is adequate, because it has the consequence that
∆′ = GlueQ(TC (M({αi}i∈Q)) ⊆ TC (GlueQ(M({αi}i∈Q))) ⊆ ∆.
Because term operations commute with GlueQ, we need only show that GlueQ(µ) ∈
∆, where µ is a generator of M({αi}i∈Q). So, let i ∈ Q and suppose µ =
cubei(〈ζ, η〉), where ζ, η ∈ ∆({θj}j∈S\Q) and 〈ζ, η〉 ∈ αi. Now, Lemma 2.14 of
[8] indicates that CutQ\{i}(∆)1 = ∆({θj}j∈{i}∪S\Q). There is therefore a γ ∈ ∆
satisfying CutQ\{i}(γ)1 = Glue{i}(〈ζ, η〉). Applying Corollary 2.5 of [8] to this sit-
uation produces a τ such that
CutQ\{i}(τ)f = Glue{i}(〈ζ, η〉)
holds for every f ∈ 2Q\{i}. This exactly means that CutQ(γ) = µ, or put another
way, that GlueQ(µ) = γ ∈ ∆.
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Now we apply Proposition 2.9 to show that ∆′ is a (|S|)-dimensional congruence.
Let us establish that the conditions are satisfied. We first show that ∆′ is a (|S|)-
dimensional tolerance. First, we note that ∆′ ⊆ TC(GlueQ(M({αi}i∈Q))), so it is
enough to establish that GlueQ(M({αi}i∈Q)) is a (|S|)-dimensional tolerance (this
follows from Lemma 2.9 of [8]).
Let γ ∈ ∆′, k ∈ S and j ∈ 2. We want to show that Refljk(γ), Symk(γ) ∈
GlueQ(M({αi}i∈Q)). It is sufficient to check this for those γ = GlueQ(µ) for
µ a generator. The case when k ∈ Q is obvious, so suppose k ∈ S \ Q. Let
i ∈ Q and 〈ζ, η〉 ∈ αi determine a generator µ = cubei(ζ, η). It follows from the
definition of αi that 〈Refl
j
k(ζ),Refl
j
k(η)〉, 〈Symk(ζ), Symk(η)〉 ∈ αi, therefore µ
rj =
cubei(Refl
j
k(ζ),Refl
j
k(η)) and µ
s = cubei(Symk(ζ), Symk(η)) are also generators. It
is easy to see that Refljk(γ) = GlueQ(µ
rj ) and Sym(γ) = GlueQ(µ
s).
Recall that we are assuming that |Q| ≥ 2. Therefore, there exists i ∈ Q. Ev-
idently, Facesi(∆
′) is a congruence. So, to finish the proof we need to show that
Faces0k(∆
′) is a (|S| − 1)-dimensional congruence, for each k ∈ S. Here we proceed
by induction, supposing that the theorem we are proving is true for indexing sets
with cardinality strictly less than S.
Take k ∈ S. If k ∈ Q, we compute
Faces0k(∆
′) = Faces0k(GlueQ(∆({αi}i∈Q)))
= GlueQ\{k}(Faces
0
k(∆({αi}i∈Q)))
= GlueQ\{k}(∆({αi}i∈Q\{k}))
=(inductive assumption) ∆({θi}i∈Q\{k}).
Now suppose k ∈ S \Q. For each i ∈ Q, set βi = Facesi
(
∆
(
{θj}j∈{i}∪S\(Q∪{k})
))
Abusing notation slightly, we have that βi = Faces
0
k(αi). A straightforward induc-
tion on the number of transitive closures taken overQ of GlueQ(M({αi}i∈Q)) shows
that
Faces0k(∆
′) = Faces0k(GlueQ(∆({αi}i∈Q)))
= GlueQ(∆({Faces
0
k(αi)}i∈Q))
= GlueQ(∆({βi}i∈Q))
=(inductive assumption) ∆({θi}i∈Q\{k}).

3. Higher dimensional Kiss terms
In [6], Kiss demonstrates that every modular variety V has a certain 4-ary term
which one may use to obtain from an arbitrary element of Rect(α, β) an element
of ∆(α, β), for any A ∈ V and α, β ∈ Con(A). A Kiss term therefore has a close
connection to the behaviour of the modular binary commutator. In this section we
derive from the Kiss term a sequence of ‘higher dimensional’ Kiss terms, each of
which has a close connection to the behavior of a higher arity commutator.
Definition 3.1 (see 3.3 of [6]). A four variable term q2 is said to be a (2)-
dimensional Kiss term for a variety V if
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(1) q2(x, x, y, y) ≈ q2(x, y, x, y) ≈ y holds in V , and
(2) for all A ∈ V and α, β ∈ Con(A), if
c d
ba
,
c d′
ba
∈ Rect(α, β), then
〈q2(a, b, c, d), q2(a, b, c, d′)〉 ∈ [α, β]TC .
The following proposition states an important feature of a (2)-dimensional Kiss
term for a modular variety.
Proposition 3.2 (see 3.8 of [6]). Let V be a modular variety with a (2)-dimensional
Kiss term q2. Let A ∈ V and α, β ∈ Con(A). If
c d
ba
∈ Rect(α, β), then
c q2(a, b, c, d)
ba
∈ ∆(α, β).
Before we go any further, we point out again that the definitions of ∆(α, β) given
in [3] and [8] coincide in the binary modular case. Our use of the higher dimen-
sional Kiss terms makes frequent use of the fact that ∆(α, β) is a (2)-dimensional
congruence. In particular, the construction relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let V be a modular variety with a (2)-dimensional Kiss term q2. Let
A ∈ V and let α, β ∈ Con(A). If x, y, u, v, x′, y′, v′ ∈ A are such that
u v
yx
∈ Rect(α, β) and
u v′
y′x
∈ ∆(α, β),
then
u q2(y
′, y, v′, v)
yx
∈ ∆(α, β).
Proof. The assumptions imply that
v′ v
yy′
∈ Rect(α, β),
so it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
v′ p(y
′, y, v′, v)
yy′
∈ ∆(α, β).
Because ∆(α, β) is (2)-transitive, the result follows. 
Definition 3.4 (Higher dimensional Kiss terms). Let V be a modular variety with
a (2)-dimensional Kiss term q2. For each n ≥ 3, recursively define a 2n-ary term qn
as
qn := q2
(
qn−1(x0, . . . , x2n−1−1), x2n−1−1, qn−1(x2n−1 , . . . , x2n−1), x2n−1
)
We order the functions belonging to 2n colexicographically in what follows. That
is, we write f < g if fi < gi, where i is the greatest input on which f and g differ.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.5. Let V be a modular variety with higher dimensional Kiss terms qn
for n ≥ 2. Let A ∈ V, n ≥ 2, and (θ0, . . . , θn−1) ∈ Con(A)n. For γ ∈ A2
n
, let
γ̂ ∈ A2
n
be defined as
γ̂f =
{
γf if f 6= 1
qn(γ0, . . . , γf , . . . , γ1) if f = 1,
where the γf are ordered according to the colexicographical ordering on 2
n.
If γ ∈ A2
n
has the property that Facesji (γ) ∈ ∆
(
{θk}k∈n\{i}
)
for every i ∈ n and
j ∈ 2, then γ̂ ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1).
Proof when n = 3. Notice that the n = 2 case of Theorem 3.5 is handled by Propo-
sition 3.2. The proof of this special case is included to illustrate the proof of the
general case. So, suppose that we are in an n = 3 situation and that
γ =
c d
ba
g h
fe
∈ A2
3
satisfies the condition in the theorem statement.
Set β0 = Faces0(∆(θ0, θ2)) and β1 = Faces1(∆(θ1, θ2)). Our assumption about
γ implies that
Cut{0,1}(γ) =
c d
ba
g h
fe
∈ Rect(β0, β1).
We apply Lemma 3.3 and obtain
c q2(a, b, c, d)
ba
g q2(e, f, g, h)
fe
∈ ∆(β0, β1). Theorem 2.10
indicates that Glue{0,1} (∆(β0, β1)) = ∆(θ0, θ1, θ2), so we conclude that
γ′ =
c q2(a, b, c, d)
ba
g q2(e, f, g, h)
fe
∈ ∆(θ0, θ1, θ2).
Set α1 = Faces1 (∆(θ0, θ1)) and α2 = Faces2 (∆(θ0, θ2)). Applying the map-
ping Cut{1,2} to γ and γ
′ respectively produces the following labeled squares, each
belonging to the universe of the indicated algebra:
c d
ba
g h
fe
y
x
v
u
∈ Rect (α1, α2) and
c q2(a, b, c, d)
ba
g q2(e, f, g, h)
fe
y’
x
v’
u
∈ ∆(α1, α2).
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Indeed, the truth of the first membership follows from our assumption about γ
and the truth of the second membership follows from Theorem 2.10. The vertex
labels of the above labeled squares have been named so that we may apply Lemma
3.3, and we conclude that
c d
ba
q2(g, g, g, g) = g q3(a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h)
fe
∈ ∆(α1, α2).
A final application of Theorem 2.10 finishes the proof of Theorem 3.5 for the case
n = 3.

Proof of general case. Let n ≥ 3 and suppose that Theorem 3.5 holds for qn−1. Let
γ ∈ A2
n
satisfy the conditions of the theorem statement. For each i ∈ n−1, set βi =
Facesi(∆(θi, θn−1)). Let i ∈ n − 1. We assume that Faces
j
i (γ) ∈ ∆
(
{θk}k∈n\{i}
)
,
for each j ∈ 2. We apply the Linesn−1 map to each side of this and conclude that
Linesn−1
(
Facesji (γ)
)
= Facesji (Linesn−1(γ)) ∈ Linesn−1
(
∆
(
{θk}k∈n\{i}
))
.
We now use Theorem 2.10 and the fact that Gluen−1 is the inverse of Linesn−1 to
see that
Linesn−1
(
∆
(
{θk}k∈n\{i}
))
= Linesn−1
(
Gluen−1
(
∆
(
{βk}k∈n−1\{i}
)))
= ∆
(
{βk}k∈n−1\{i}
)
.
Set µ = Linesn−1(γ). We have just shown that µ satisfies the assumption of the
theorem we are proving for the lower dimension of n − 1, and we inductively as-
sume the theorem to hold in this case. There therefore exists µ̂ as in the theorem
statement such that µ̂ ∈ ∆({βk}k∈n−1) . Set γ′ = Gluen−1(µ̂). We apply Theorem
2.10 once again and conclude that γ′ ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1).
It follows from the definition of µ̂ that
γ′f =

qn−1
(
Faces0n−1(γ)0, . . . ,Faces
0
n−1(γ)g, . . . ,Faces
0
n−1(γ)1︸ ︷︷ ︸
colex ordering on g ∈ 2n−1
)
if f = (1, . . . , 1, 0),
qn−1
(
Faces1n−1(γ)0, . . . ,Faces
0
n−1(γ)g, . . . ,Faces
1
n−1(γ)1︸ ︷︷ ︸
colex ordering on g ∈ 2n−1
)
if f = (1, . . . , 1, 1),
γf otherwise.
Set ζ = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ) and ζ
′ = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ
′). We now have
ζ =
u v
yx
and ζ′ =
u v’
y’x
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where
x = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ){〈n−2,0〉,〈n−1,0〉},
y = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ){〈n−2,1〉,〈n−1,0〉}, y’ = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ
′){〈n−2,1〉,〈n−1,0〉},
u = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ){〈n−2,0〉,〈n−1,1〉},
v = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ){〈n−2,1〉,〈n−1,1〉}. v’ = Cut{n−2,n−1}(γ
′){〈n−2,1〉,〈n−1,1〉}.
Our goal is to apply Lemma 3.3, with the algebra under consideration set to
∆(θ0, . . . , θn−3) and the two congruences under consideration set to
αn−2 = Facesn−2(∆({θj}j∈n\{n−1})) and αn−1 = Facesn−1(∆({θj}j∈n\{n−2})).
Again, the assumption we made of γ implies that ζ ∈ Rect(αn−2, αn−1), while
Theorem 2.10 implies that ζ′ ∈ ∆(αn−2, αn−1). Having established the conditions
of Lemma 3.3, we conclude that
ε =
u q2(y’,y,v’,v)
yx
∈ ∆(αn−2, αn−2).

It is now straightforward to check that, for g ∈ 2n−2,
q2(y’,y,v’,v)g = q2(y’g,yg,v’g,vg) =

vg if g 6= 1
qn( γ0, . . . , γf , . . . , γ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
colex ordering on f ∈ 2n
) if g = 1.
Therefore, we set γ̂ = Glue{n−2,n−1}(ε). It is similarly straightforward to check
that γ̂ has the property claimed by the theorem, so the proof is finished.
4. An application of higher dimensional Kiss terms
In this section we show that, for an algebra A belonging to a modular variety,
the collection of all ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1) for all n ≥ 2 and (θ0, . . . , θn−1) ∈ Con(A)n
is completely determined by the higher commutator. We established in [8] that
this collection of relations completely determines the hypercommutator for A. In
view of Theorem 2.6, this means that the term condition higher commutator and
the collection of all ∆ relations completely determine each other for an algebra
with Day terms. After this is established we will follow [9] and conclude that any
collection of clones on some set that share congruences, higher commutators, and
Day terms has a greatest element.
We begin with a lemma which, we wish to note, could be used to provide a
cleaner proof of parts of Theorem 4.10 from [8]. Recall from [8] that for an algebra
A, n ≥ 2, and x, y ∈ A, the (n)-dimensional commutator cube for the pair 〈x, y〉 is
the labeled cube belonging to A2
n
such that the pivot vertex is labeled by y, while
the other vertices are labeled by x. This cube is denoted Comn(x, y).
Lemma 4.1. Let A be an algebra, n ≥ 1, and R ⊆ A2
n
an (n)-dimensional con-
gruence. Let γ ∈ R. If Comn(γ1, q) ∈ R for some q ∈ A, then γ̂ ∈ R, where
γ̂f =
{
q if f = 1
γf otherwise.
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. The case when n = 1 is an obvious
application of the fact that a (1)-dimensional congruence is a transitive relation.
So, suppose that n ≥ 2 and that the lemma holds for n− 1. Let R ≤ A2
n
, γ ∈ R,
and suppose that there is a q ∈ A such that Comn(γ1, q) ∈ R. Suppose that the
(n − 1)-pivot line of γ is the pair 〈z, γ1〉. It follows from Corollary 2.5 of [8] that
cuben−1(z, γ1) ∈ R. Because R is (n)-transitive, we conclude that
µ = Gluen−1
(
〈Faces0n−1(cuben−1(z, γ1)),Faces
1
n−1(Comn(γ1, q))〉
)
= Gluen−1(〈cube(z),Comn−1(γ1, q)〉) ∈ R.
We can describe µ more concretely, where for f ∈ 2n
µf =

z if fn−1 = 0
γ1 if fn−1 = 1 and f 6= 1
q if f = 1.
It follows from Lemma 2.4 of [8] that Linesn−1(R) is a (n − 1)-dimensional
congruence of A2. Notice that Linesn−1(µ) = Comn−1(〈z, γ1〉, 〈z, q〉). So, we can
apply inductive assumption to get that ε ∈ Linesn−1(R), where, for g ∈ n − 1, we
have that
εg =
{
Linesn−1(γ)g if g 6= 1,
〈z, q〉 if g = 1.
To finish the proof, set γ̂ = Glue{n−1}(ε).

Proposition 4.2. Let A be an algebra belonging to a modular variety V. Let n ≥ 2,
qn be an (n)-dimensional Kiss term for V, and (θ0, . . . , θn−1) ∈ Con(A)n. Then,
γ ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1) if and only if
(1) Facesji (γ) ∈ ∆
(
{θk}k∈n\{i}
)
for every i ∈ n and j ∈ 2, and
(2) 〈γ1, qn(γ0, . . . , γf , . . . , γ1)〉 ∈ [θ0, . . . , θn−1].
Proof. Suppose that γ ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1). It follows from Lemma 2.14 of [8] that
γ satisfies (1), which also means that γ is within the scope of Theorem 3.5. Let
γ̂ be as in the conclusion of Theorem 3.5. It follows from the (n)-symmetry and
(n)-transitivity of ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1) that
µ = Glue{n−1}
(
〈Faces1n−1(γ),Faces
1
n−1(γ̂)〉
)
∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1).
Because the pair 〈γ1, qn(γ0, . . . , γf , . . . , γ1)〉 is (n−1)-supported by µ, we may apply
Theorem 4.10 of [8] along with 2.6 and conclude that 〈γ1, qn(γ0, . . . , γf , . . . , γ1)〉 ∈
[θ0, . . . , θn−1]. This establishes (2).
Now, suppose that (1) and (2) hold. We may again apply Theorem 3.5 and
obtain γ̂ ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1). Next, we use (2) along with Theorem 4.10 of [8]
to conclude that Comn(qn(γ0, . . . , γf , . . . , γ1), γ1) ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1). We apply
Lemma 4.1 and conclude that γ ∈ ∆(θ0, . . . , θn−1). 
In what follows we need to distinguish between commutators computed in dif-
ferent algebras, provided it makes sense to do so. Let A and B be algebras with a
common universe and suppose that {θi}i∈S ⊆ Con(A)∩Con(B) for some S ⊆fin N.
We denote the ∆({θi}i∈S) and [{θi}i∈S ] computed in either A or B with a subscript,
i.e. ∆A({θi}i∈S) and [{θi}i∈S ]A are these objects computed in A, while ∆B({θi}i∈S)
and [{θi}i∈S ]B are computed in B. We make no effort to distinguish between the
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term condition and hypercommutator here, because each algebra we work with
belongs to a modular variety.
Corollary 4.3 (cf. Corollary 4.3 of [9]). If A and B are algebras that share a
universe, Day terms p0, . . . , pk, and congruences {θi}i∈S for some S ⊆fin N, then
[{θi}i∈T ]A = [{θi}i∈T ]B for all T ⊆ S if and only if ∆A({θi}i∈S) = ∆B({θi}i∈S).
Proof. Notice that, because A and B share a choice of Day terms, they also share a
sequence q2, . . . , qn, . . . of higher dimensional Kiss terms. For the forward implica-
tion we proceed by induction on the size of S. The statement is trivial if |S| = 1.
Let n ≥ 2 and assume it holds for |S| = n − 1. Take γ ∈ ∆A({θi}i∈S). Then γ
satisfies (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.2. Applying the inductive assumption, the
assumption that [{θi}i∈T ]A = [{θi}i∈T ]B, and the fact that these algebras share
the term qn allows us to conclude that γ satisfies (1) and (2), now for the algebra
B. This shows that γ ∈ ∆B({θi}i∈S). So, ∆A({θi}i∈S) ⊆ ∆B({θi}i∈S). The other
containment is proved in an identical manner.
The other direction follows from Lemma 2.14 and Theorem 4.10 of [8]. 
Theorem 4.4 (cf. Theorem 1.3 of [9]). Let A be an algebra with Day terms
m0, . . . ,mk. Suppose S ⊆fin N and let {θi}i∈S ⊆ Con(A). There exists a great-
est clone C on A satisfying
(1) m0, . . . ,mk ∈ C,
(2) C preserves {θi}i∈S, and
(3) [{θi}i∈T ]A = [{θi}i∈T ]〈A;C〉 for every T ⊆ S.
Proof. Let C be the collection of all polymorphisms of ∆A({θi}i∈S . We first show
that (1), (2) and (3) hold. It is immediate that (1) holds. It follows from Lemma
2.14 of [8] that ∆A({θi}i∈T ) is definable from ∆A({θi}i∈S) by a positive prim-
itive formula, for every T ⊆ S. Therefore, C preserves all of these lower di-
mensional relations as well. In particular, (2) holds. Because Clo(A) ⊆ C, we
have that ∆A({θi}i∈S) ⊆ ∆〈A;C〉({θi}i∈S). Because ∆A({θi}i∈S) is preserved by
C and is a higher dimensional equivalence relation containing the generators of
∆〈A;C〉({θi}i∈S), we see that the two relations are equal. We apply Corollary 4.3
and conclude that (3) holds.
Now we show that C is the greatest such clone. Suppose that D also satisfies (1),
(2), and (3). We apply Corollary 4.3 to the algebras 〈A; C〉 and 〈A;D〉 and conclude
that ∆〈A;C〉({θi}i∈S) = ∆〈A;D〉({θi}i∈S). Therefore, every operation belonging to
D preserves ∆A({θi}i∈S), hence D ⊆ C. 
Corollary 4.5 (cf. Corollary 1.4 of [9]). Let A be an algebra that has Day terms
m0, . . . ,mk. There exists a largest clone C on A satisfying
(1) p0, . . . , pk ∈ C
(2) 〈A; C〉 and A have the same congruences, and
(3) 〈A; C〉 and A have the same higher commutator operations.
Proof. The clone C is the intersection of all possible clones guaranteed by Theorem
4.4. 
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